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In this article, we present the most general solution of the functional equations
 .  . ..   ..   ..  .   ..f xy q f 1 y x 1 y y s f x 1 y y q f y 1 y x and f xy q f x 1 y y q
  ..  . ..  .  .  .  .f y 1 y x q f 1 y x 1 y y s f x q f 1 y x q f y q f 1 y y in the domain
of distributions; and show that for regular distributions the solutions are the same
as the classical solutions. These functional equations arise in connection with the
characterization of sum form information measures. Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
 .  .The measurable solution f : 0, 1 ª R the set of reals of the func-
tional equation,
f xy q f x 1 y y q f y 1 y x q f 1 y x 1 y y .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
s f x q f 1 y x q f y q f 1 y y , for all x , y g 0, 1 1.1 .  .  .  .  .  .
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w xwas determined by Daroczy and Jarai 1 . They showed that all measurable
 .functions f that satisfy 1.1 are of the form,
f x s 4 Ax3 y 9Ax2 q 5 Ax q Bx log x q C , .
where A, B, and C are arbitrary constants. Without any regularity as-
sumptions, the general solution of this functional equation is not known.
 .In order to determine the measurable solution of 1.1 , Daroczy and Jarai
w x1 used the following functional equation,
f xy q f 1 y x 1 y y s f x 1 y y q f y 1 y x , 1.2 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
 .for all x, y g 0, 1 . At present, the general solution of this equation is also
not known. However, the measurable solution of the preceding functional
equation is known to be of the form,
f x s ax2 y ax q b log x q c, .
 w x w x.where a, b, and c are arbitrary constants see 1 and 10 .
 .The functional equation 1.1 plays a crucial role in the characterization
of sum form information measures. For a survey on the characterizations
of information measures and related sum form functional equations, the
w xinterested reader should refer to Sahoo 11 and Ebanks, Kannappan,
w xSahoo, and Sander 5 .
 .  .At present, the regular solutions of 1.1 and 1.2 are known by the help
of a regularity theorem of the type ``measurability implies differentiability''
w xdue to Jarai 8 . The aim of this article is to give the most general solution
 .  .of functional equations 1.1 and 1.2 in the domain of distributions. We
shall also show that by using distributions one can essentially arrive at the
same conclusion by assuming only that the previous functional equations
hold almost everywhere instead of everywhere on the unit open interval
 .0, 1 . The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief
description of the notation that is used. Section 3 includes some linear
operators and their properties which are essential to reformulate the
 .  .functional equations 1.1 and 1.2 in distributional setting. In Section 4,
 .  .we cast the functional equations 1.1 and 1.2 in distributions. In Sections
5 and 6, we solve the distributional analogues by reducing them to
distributional differential equations.
2. NOTATION
The following is a brief description of the notation that is used in this
 . 2 2article. Let I represent the open interval 0, 1 and I s I = I ; R . We
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 .  2 .denote D I and D I to be the spaces of infinitely differentiable
2 X .functions on I and I with compact support, respectively. D I and
X 2 .  .  2 .  .  2 .D I are the duals of D I and D I . Likewise, E I and E I are
the spaces of infinitely differentiable functions on I and I 2, respectively.
X . X 2 .  .  2 .E I and E I are the duals of E I and E I . We note the relation
 .  . X . X .  w x.among these spaces D I ; E I ; E I ; D I , see 12 .
 .  2 .The spaces L I and L I designate the spaces of equivalenceLoc Loc
classes of locally integrable functions on I and I 2, respectively. let l bef
the regular distribution corresponding to a locally integrable function
 .f g L I . We haveLoc
 :l , f s f x f x dx , 2.1 .  .  .Hf
I
 .for any f g D I . Finally let D denote the differentiation operator on
X .D I , whereas D and D denote the partial differentiation operators on1 2
X 2 . 2D I with respect to the first and second variable from I , respectively.
These symbols will also be used to denote the differentiation operators on
 .  2 . X . X 2 .D I and D I , the subspaces of D I and D I .
In the next section, we introduce and we review some of the background
material on linear operators on D.
3. SOME LINEAR OPERATORS ON D
 2 .  .We define E and E to be integration operators from D I to D I1 2
given by
w xE f x s f x , y dy , 3.1 .  .  .H1
I
and
w xE f y s f x , y dx , 3.2 .  .  .H2
I
 2 .respectively, for any f g D I .
 2 .It is obvious that E and E are continuous linear operators on D I1 2
w  2 .  .x Uand we denote this by membership in L D I ; D I . Their adjoints E1
U X . X 2 .and E again are continuous linear operators from D I into D I and2
are given by
U w x w x :  :E T , f s T , E f s T x , f x , y dy , 3.3 .  .  .H1 1  ;
I
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and
U w x w x :  :E T , f s T , E f s T y , f x , y dx , 3.4 .  .  .H2 2  ;
I
 2 . X .for any f g D I , and T g D I .
The following is a summary of the properties of the operators EU ,i
i s 1, 2.
 w x.  .  .  .PROPOSITION 3.1 see 9 . 1. If f g L I and g x, y s f x andLoc
 .  .  . 2 Uw x  2 . Uw xh x, y s f y for all x, y g I , then E l s g g L I , and E l1 f Loc 2 f
 2 .s h g L I .Loc
 . Uw x  2 .2. If a g E I , then E a belong to E I , i s 1, 2.i
 . X . Uw x Uw x Uw x3. If a g E I and T g D I , then E aT s E a E T , i s 1, 2.i i i
X .4. If T g D I , then
U w x U w x U w xD E T s E DT , and D E T s 0,1 1 1 1 2
U w x U w x U w xD E T s E DT , and D E T s 0,2 2 2 2 1
 .  .In order to write Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2 in distributions we need to define
the following four operators and their adjoints. These operators are
intended to be a generalization of the functions given in the functional
 .  .equations 1.1 and 1.2 .
 2 .  2 .  .1. For any f g D I , we define the operator R: D I ¬ D I by
x 1
w xR f x s f , y dy. 3.5 .  .H  /y yI
Its adjoint, denoted by RU , is defined by
 U :  :w x w xR F , f s F , R f , 3.6 .
 2 . X .for any f g D I and F g D I . In Proposition 3.2, we show that
Uw x  .R l s f xy , when F is a regular distribution l .f f
 2 .  .2. We also need the operator N: D I ¬ D I , which is defined by
x 1
w xN f x s f , y dy , 3.7 .  .H  /1 y y 1 y yI
 2 . Ufor any f g D I . Like the operator R, its adjoint N is defined by
 U :  :w x w xN F , f s F , N f , 3.8 .
 2 . X . Uw xfor any f g D I and F g D I . For regular distribution F s l , N lf f
  ..  .reduces to f x 1 y y , see Proposition 3.2 .
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 2 .  .3. The third operator G: D I ¬ D I is defined by
y y x 1
w xG f x s f , y y dy , 3.9 .  .H  /  /y yI
 2 . Ufor any f g D I . Likewise, we can define its adjoint G by
 U :  :w x w xG F , f s F , G f , 3.10 .
 2 . X .for any f g D I and F g D I . It is shown in next proposition that for
Uw x  . .regular distribution F s l , G l is equal to f 1 y x y .f f
 2 .  .4. Finally we define W: D I ¬ D I by
1 y x y y 1
w xW f x s f , y dy , 3.11 .  .H  /1 y y y y 1I
 2 . Ufor any f g D I . We define its adjoint W by a similar manner,
 U :  :w x w xW F , f s F , W f , 3.12 .
 2 . X .for any f g D I and F g D I . If F is a regular distribution l , thenf
Uw x  . ..W l plays the role of f 1 y x 1 y y , as we prove in Proposition 3.2.f
w  2 .  .xWe note that the operators R, N, G, and W are all in L D I ; D I ,
w X . X 2 .xand their adjoints are in the space L D I ; D I .
Remark. These operators are explicit and constructive ``pullback'' op-
w xerators of Hormander's 7 .È
The next proposition describes the operators on regular distributions l ,f
 .where f is a locally integrable function, i.e., f g L I .Loc
PROPOSITION 3.2. The operators RU , NU , GU , and W U ha¨e the following
properties.
 . Uw x  2 . Uw x  .1. If f g L I then R l g L I , and R l s f xy .Loc f Loc f
 . Uw x  2 . Uw x   ..2. If f g L I then N l g L I , and N l s f x 1 y y .Loc f Loc f
 . Uw x  2 . Uw x  . .3. If f g L I then G l g L I , and G l s f 1 y x y .Loc f Loc f
 . Uw x  2 . Uw x  .4. If f g L I then W l g L I , and W l s f 1 y x 1Loc f Loc f
..yy .
Proof. We only prove properties 3 and 4 because the rest can be found
w xin Ref. 3 .
 2 .Property 3. For any f g D I ,
U w xG l , f s l , G f : :f f
y y x 1
s f x f , y y dx dy. .H  /  /2 y yI
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 .  .Set u s y y x ry and ¨ s y. Then dx dy s y¨ du d¨. It follows from
 2 .the fact that f g D I has compact support that
1
UG l , f s f 1 y u ¨ f u , ¨ y y¨ du d¨ :  .  .  . .Hf  /2 ¨I
 :s f 1 y x y , f x , y . .  . .
 . U  .  . .Thus, for f g L I , G l s f 1 y x y .Loc f
 2 .Property 4. For any f g D I ,
U w xW l , f s l , W f : :f f
1 y x y y 1
s f x f , y dx dy. .H  /2 1 y y y y 1I
 .  .  .Set u s 1 y x y y r 1 y y and ¨ s y. Then dx dy s ¨ y 1 du d¨ .
Hence,
1
UW l , f s f 1 y u 1 y ¨ f u , ¨ ¨ y 1 du d¨ :  .  .  .  . .Hf
2 ¨ y 1I
 :s f 1 y x 1 y y , f x , y . .  .  . .
 . U  .  . ..Thus, for f g L I , W l s f 1 y x 1 y y .Loc f
We note that the properties discussed in Proposition 3.2 are responsible
 .  .for casting Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2 in distributions.
We next describe the effect of differentiation.
X .PROPOSITION 3.3. If T g D I , then
Uw x U  . Uw x Uw x U  . Uw x1. D R T s E V R DT and D R T s E V R DT ;1 2 2 1
Uw x U  . Uw x Uw x U  . Uw x2. D N T s E Q N DT and D N T s yE V N DT ;1 2 2 1
Uw x U  . Uw x Uw x U  . Uw x3. D G T s yE V G DT and D G T s E Q G DT ;1 2 2 1
Uw x U  . Uw x Uw x U  . Uw x4. D W T syE Q W DT and D W T syE Q W DT .1 2 2 1
 .  .where V s t g E I , and Q s 1 y t g E I .
w xProof. We refer the reader to 3 for a proof of the results involving
Uw x Uw xD R T and D N T . We provide the proof for part 3.i i
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 2 .For any f g D I ,
U w x U w x w x :  :D G T , f s G T , yD f1 1
w x :s T , G yD f1
y y x 1
s T , y D f , y y dyH 1 ; /  /y yI
­ y y x
s T , y f , y dy by the chain ruleH ; /­ x yI
­ y y x 1
s T , y f , y yy y dy .H ; /  /­ x y yI
 :w xs DT , G yyf
U w x U w x :s G DT , yE V f by Proposition 3.12
U w x U w x :s y E V G DT , f ,2
 .where V s t g E I . Similarly,
U w x U w x w x :  :D G T , f s G T , yD f2 2
y y x 1
s T , y D f , y y dyH 2 ; /  /y yI
x 1 x
s T , yD f u , du , where us1yH 2 ; /X 1yu 1yu yI
­ y y x x
s T , f , y dy by the chain ruleH 2 ; /­ x y yI
y y x 1
s DT , f , y y dyH  /  /y yI
y y x 1 x
y f , y y q dyH 2 ; /  /y y yI
U :w x w x :s DT , G f y DT , G E V f1
U w x U w x :s G DT , I y E V f by Proposition 3.1 .1
U w x U w x :s I y E V G DT , f .1
U w x U w x :s E Q G DT , f ,1
 .where Q s 1 y t g E I .
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The proof of part 4 is obtained in a like manner.
X . X . X 2 .We next define a tensor operator P: D I = D I ª D I by
  :: :w xP U; V , f s U x , V y , f x , y .  .  .
  ::s V y , U x , f x , y , 3.13 .  .  .  .
X .  .for any U, V in D I and for any f g D I . P is obviously a linear
w xoperator. The tensor product P U; V is used to represent the product
 .  .f x g y when U and V are regular distributions l and l , respectively.f g
w xWe refer the reader to 2 for more details.
The following proposition lists some properties of the operator P that
w xare useful in our article. We refer readers to 2 for proofs.
X .PROPOSITION 3.4. For any U, V g D I ,
Uw x w x Uw x w x1. E U s P U; 1 and E U s P 1; U1 2
w x w x w x w x2. D P U; V s P DU; V and D P U; V s P U; DV .1 2
Finally we introduce the following translation operators. Define the
 2 .  2 .operator T : D I ª D I by1
T f x , y s f 1 y x , y , 3.14 .  .  .1
 2 .  2 .and we define T : D I ª D I by2
T f x , y s f x , 1 y y . 3.15 .  .  .2
 2 .T and T are linear and continuous on D I . For distributions, we1 2
define
 :  :  :  :T U, f s U, T f , T U, f s U, T f , 3.16 .1 1 2 2
X 2 .  2 .for any U g D I and for any f g D I .
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.5. Let E and E be defined as in Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 .1 2
X . Uw x Uw x1. For any U g D I , T E U s E T U , for i s 1, 2.i i i i
2. In particular, if l is the regular distribution corresponding to af
 .locally integrable function f g L I , thenLoc
U UT E l s f 1 y x , and T E l s f 1 y y . .  .1 1 f 2 2 f
X .Proof. 1. Let U g D I . For i s 1,
U w x :  :T E U , f s U, E T f x , y .1 1 1 1
s U, f 1 y x , y dy s U, T f x , y dy .  .H H1 ;  ;
I I
U w x : :s T U, E f x , y s E T U , f . .1 1 1 1
The proof for i s 2 is similar.
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2. We shall prove the first relation only, because the second can be
verified through a similar method. Thus,
UT E l , f s l , E T f x , y : :  .1 1 f f 1 1
s l , f 1 y x , y dy .Hf ;
I
s f x f 1 y x , y dx dy .  .H
2I
s f 1 y x f x , y dx dy .  .H
2I
 :s f 1 y x , f x , y . .  .
 .These results are used to reformulate Eq. 1.1 in a distributional setting.
4. FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS IN DISTRIBUTIONS
U U U U  .In this section we use the operators R , N , G , W , and E i s 1, 2i
 .which we introduced in previous sections to reformulate Eqs. 1.1 and
 .1.2 in the domain of distributions.
X 2 .Let F be in D I . Proposition 3.2 suggests that the distributional
 .analog of Eqs. 1.2 is
U w x U w x U w x U w xR F s W F s N F q G F , 4.1 .
although Propositions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.5 yield the distributional analog of
 .functional Eq. 1.1 . Hence,
U w x U w x U w x U w xR F q N F q G F q W F
U w x U w x U w x U w xs E F q T E F q E F q T E F . 4.2 .1 1 1 2 2 2
 .  .The next proposition shows that 4.1 reduces to 1.2 in case F is a
regular distribution.
PROPOSITION 4.1. If F is a regular distribution, that is, there is a function
 .  .  .f g L I such that l s F, then Eq. 4.1 reduces to 1.2 .Loc f
 .Proof. If Eq. 4.1 holds true for a regular distribution F s l , that is,f
U U U UR l q W l s N l q G l ,f f f f
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 2 .then for any f g D I ,
U U U UR l q W l , f s N l q G l , f , :  :f f f f
or
U U U UR l q W l y N l y G l , f s 0. 4.3 :  .f f f f
 .It follows from Proposition 3.2 and Eq. 4.3 that
f xy q f 1 y x 1 y y y f x 1 y y y f 1 y x y .  .  .  .  . .  .  .H
2I
= f x , y dx dy s 0. .
We thus conclude that
f xy q f 1 y x 1 y y y f x 1 y y y f 1 y x y s 0, .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
almost everywhere.
Similarly, we can prove the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 4.2. If F is a regular distribution, that is, there is a function
 .  .  .f g L I such that l s F, then Eq. 4.2 reduces to 1.1 .Loc f
 .5. SOLUTION OF DISTRIBUTIONAL EQUATION 4.1
 .Now we solve the distributional equation 4.1 using the operators we
defined in Section 3.
We first show the effects of the differential operators D D acting on1 2
the four operators RU , W U , NU , and GU.
Uw x Uw x  .LEMMA 5.1. Let R F and W F be defined as in Eqs. 3.6 and
 .3.12 . Then
U w x U w x U w x U w xD D R F s R DtDF , and D D W F s W DtDF .1 2 1 2
Uw xProof. Applying D D to R F , we obtain through Proposition 3.3,1 2
U w x U w x U w x U w 2 xD D R F s D xR DF s R DF q xyR D F .1 2 1
U w x U w x U w 2 x U w 2 xs R DF q R t R D F s R DF q tD F
U w xs R DtDF .
Uw x Uw xWe note that in the foregoing calculation E V and E V Proposition1 2
 .3.3 are being replaced by x and y as V s y g E I .
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We can similarly show the second equality.
Likewise, using Proposition 3.3 we can verify the next lemma.
Uw x Uw x  .  .LEMMA 5.2. Let N F and G F be defined as in Eqs. 3.8 and 3.10 .
Hence,
U w x U w x U w x U w xD D N F s yN DtDF , and D D G F s yG DtDF .1 2 1 2
Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 5.1. We only need to notice that
there is a negative sign for D NU , as well as for D GU in Proposition 3.3.2 1
Therefore, as the results of these two lemmas, we can apply D D to1 2
 .both sides of Eq. 4.1 to obtain
U w x U w x U w x U w xR DtDF q W DtDF s yN DtDF y G DtDF ,
or
U w x U w x U w x U w xR DtDF q W DtDF q N DtDF q G DtDF s 0. 5.1 .
 .Equation 5.1 is similar to the equation,
U w x U w x U w x U w xR F q W F q N F q G F s 0, 5.2 .
w x  .which was dealt with in 4 . Equation 5.2 is the distributional analog of
 .   ..   ..  .the functional equation f xy q f x 1 y y q f y 1 y x q f 1 y x 1
..  .y y s 0. The solution of Eq. 5.2 was shown to be 4at y a. We formal-
ize this in the next lemma.
X .  .LEMMA 5.3. If F g D I satisfy Eq. 5.2 , then it is a regular distribution
 .generated by the function f t s 4at y a, where a is an arbitrary constant.
Applying Lemma 5.3 to Eq. 5.1, we have
DtDF s 4at y a. 5.3 .
 . 2Upon integrating 5.3 twice with respect to t, we find F s at y at q
b log t q c. This solution yields the following main theorem.
X .  .THEOREM 5.1. If F g D I satisfy Eq. 4.1 , then it is a regular distribu-
 . 2tion generated by the function f t s at y at q b log t q c, where a, b, and
c are arbitrary constants.
 .6. SOLUTION OF DISTRIBUTIONAL EQUATION 4.2
In this section we use the results of the previous section to solve the
 .distributional Eq. 4.2 . First we state and prove the following lemma.
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LEMMA 6.1. Let T and T be the translation operators defined in Eqs.1 2
 .  .3.14 and 3.15 , and D and D are the differential operators defined in1 2
Section 2. Then
U w x U w xD T E F s 0, and D T E F s 0,2 1 1 1 2 2
X .for any F g D I .
Uw x Uw xProof. From Proposition 3.5, we have T E F s E T F . Proposition1 1 1 1
3.4 then implies that
U w x U w x w x w xD T E F s D E T F s D P T F , 1 s P T F , D 1 s 0.2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2
Uw xIn a similar manner we can prove the second D T E F s 0.1 2 2
Consecutively applying the differential operators D D to both sides of1 2
 .Eq. 4.2 , we obtain by virtue of Proposition 3.1, Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, and 6.1,
U w x U w x U w x U w xR DtDF q W DtDF y N DtDF y G DtDF s 0. 6.1 .
Uw x Uw x Uw x Uw xThe solution of the equation R F q W F s N F q G F is a
 . 2regular distribution generated by the function f t s at y at q b log t q c
 .with arbitrary constants a, b, and c, see Theorem 5.1 .
 .Equation 6.1 and Theorem 5.1 imply that
DtDF s at 2 y at q b log t q c.
This differential equation is solved by
1 13 2F s at y at q dt q bt log t q k log t q h , 6.2 .9 4
where d s c y 2b, and k and h are additional arbitrary constants.
 .Because the distributional solution given by 6.2 is a locally integrable
 .function on I, we may substitute it into Eq. 1.1 , giving
5d s a, and k s 0.36
Thus,
1 1 53 2F s at y at q at q bt log t q h.9 4 36
This proves the second main theorem of this article which is stated as
follows:
X .  .THEOREM 6.1. If F g D I satisfies Eq. 4.2 , then it is a regular
1 1 53 2 .distribution generated by the function f t s at y at q t q bt log t q9 4 36
h, or,
f t s 4 At 3 y 9At 2 q 5 At q Bt log t q C , .
where A, B, and C are arbitrary constants with ob¨ious relations with a, b,
.and h.
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The results in Theorems 5.1 and 6.1 coincide with classical solutions of
 .  .Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2 .
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